Gulfnet Communications Announces Winners of its “Everybody is a
Winner” Promotion
Kuwait February 2014: Gulfnet Communications, the first internet service provider in
the Gulf region announced today the winners of its “Everybody is a Winner” promotion,
which was held during the company’s participation at Infoconnect 2014. Mr Jarrah
Abdullah and Mr. Mohammed Sulaiman won valuable cash prize offered by Gulfnet
Communications.
“Everybody is a Winner” promotion provided Gulfnet Communications with great
opportunity to reward its customers and give them the chance to win cash prizes along
with over 475 prizes during the Infoconnect 2014 exhibition. It further included yearly
free subscription with every subscriptions that started from 3MB. The total amount of
the cash prizes reached KD 7000, which also included an overall value of KD 54,000 for
different prizes.
Mr Mustafa Murad, Chief Operating Officer at Gulfnet Communications said, , “The
objective behind putting together a promotion such as “Everybody is a Winner” along
with our exclusive offers during Infoconnect is to enable our customers to experience
high-speed internet with competitive deals. We were pleased to see our existing and
potential customers interact and enjoy our range of promotions and packages along with
the exclusive services that were on offer from Gulfnet Communications.”
Mr Mustafa Murad also added, “A large number of customers showed major interest in
our scratch and win promotion, “Everybody is a Winner”. The promotion helped them
win different prizes such as cash prizes with every subscription starting from 3MB.”
Gulfnet Communication’s exclusive packages, promotions and offerings reflects the
company’s continued uniqueness in providing internet services with the highest quality,
coupled with customized packages that have exclusively designed to suit both
individuals and corporate needs, taking into consideration internet usage habits. During
Infoconnect, the company highlighted its “Unlimited Internet” for KD75 yearly promotion
that was launched earlier. The promotion allows customers to subscribe for yearly
installments without any interests.
Gulfnet communications continues to dominate market leadership in Kuwait, with an
array of basic and advanced services that are tailored to suit every customer’s
preferences, needs and expectations from competitive packages, to unlimited speed and
download capacity.
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